Good Luck Hiding!

Jonah couldn't hide from God. Can you find the seven fish that are trying to hide in this picture? Circle each fish when you find it.
Creature Code

God has a message for Jonah, but it got scrambled in the fish! The key to this code is scattered throughout the body of the big fish. Collect the letters first. Then fill in God’s message!

If you have time, try making a message of your own. You can add letters and numbers to the fish.
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God’s Fishy Directions

Circle every third letter to reveal a key phrase from today’s story! The first one has been circled for you.

HNGIUO
WMUKONRVTLDOMS
NJQIKXNNDPEM
AVJCEHVH
God’s Fishy Directions Solution
Circle every third letter to reveal a key phrase from today’s story! The first one has been circled for you.

G O U N T O N I N E V E H
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